Zoo Magdeburg currently maintains more than 800 animals of 184 species on a 26 hectare
park. The zoo is characterised by its interesting animal population and the zoological concept
based on the EAZA statutes. As part of the new concept, animal stocking and enclosure design
are being rethought. In addition to ongoing modernisation, our continuous development is also
characterised by major projects. With an annual number of 320,000 visitors, Magdeburg Zoo
is one of the most popular tourist and cultural institutions in Saxony-Anhalt.
We see the task of our zoo education in providing visitors with access to animals and nature,
conveying knowledge and understanding of biodiversity and species protection and raising
awareness of environmental protection. Zoo Magdeburg is therefore looking for a futureoriented educator or biologist who can turn education into a zoo experience

We are looking for an:

Educator
Full time (40hrs.), permanent contract

YOUR NEW TASKS AS ZOO EDUCATOR







Planning, development and implementation of comprehensive educational
programmes for all ages
Further development of zoo educational concepts (e. g. tour programmes,
commented feedings, signage, action days)
Personnel responsibility for the zoo guides
Establishing and maintaining working relations in zoo organizations and with the
general public
Maintaining contact with local educational institutions
Maintaining a close cooperation with and supporting the departments of zoology,
marketing and PR

WE WISH FOR










An educator or biologist with a degree in biology or another comparable qualification
Consolidated knowledge and extensive knowledge of species and nature
conservation issues
Basic knowledge of the structure of zoological organizations
Good social skills and the ability to work in a team
A person who enjoys conveying information
Very good communication and presentation skills
Very good written and spoken English and German
Willingness to work at weekends and on public holidays
Experienced handling of MS Office and social media

WE OFFER




30 days holiday and a work-life-balance with flexible working hours
Sickness allowance beyond the 6th week and company pension scheme
Independent and attractive working environment

HAVE WE CONVINCED YOU? THEN WE LOOK FORWARD TO RECEIVING YOUR
APPLICATION AS A ZOO EDUCATOR! INTERNATIONAL APPLICATIONS ARE
WELCOME!
APPLY NOW: https://short.sg/a/13749936

APPLICATION DEADLINE: 21.12.2021

